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San Diego SHRM
Legal and Legislative Update
Christine Mueller, Esq., VP of Legislation
EEOC Proposes Significant Expansion of EEO-1 Report
The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) has proposed to significantly expand the
Christine Mueller, Esq., VP of
annual EEO-1 Report. Private employers with 100 or more employees, as well as federal contractors
Legislation
and subcontractors covered by OFCCP affirmative action program requirements, are currently required
to submit the EEO-1 Report each year. The EEO-1 Report tracks employee headcount totals based on race /
ethnicity and gender within 10 job categories.
The proposed revisions would require employers with 100 or more employees to continue reporting the existing
headcount totals, in addition to categorizing employees within 12 different compensation ranges, based on the
employee’s W-2 earnings. In addition, covered employers would be required to report the annual number of
hours worked by each group of employees in each job category and compensation range. The proposed changes
would become effective for the 2017 EEO-1 reporting cycle. If the proposal is adopted, it will greatly increase the
reporting burden on employers with 100 or more employees. The deadline for public comments on the EEOC’s
proposal is April 1, 2016.

U.S. Department of Labor Issues Guidance on Joint Employment
On January 20, 2016, the U.S. Department of Labor (“DOL”) issued an interpretation to provide guidance concerning
joint employment under the Fair Labor Standards Act. The DOL takes a broad view of the types of arrangements
that may result in companies being deemed joint employers. According to the DOL, joint employment can be
categorized as horizontal or vertical.
Horizontal joint employment describes a situation where two or more separate employers are sufficiently related to
one another so that they share control over the employee (e.g., a waitress works for two separate restaurants that
are operated by the same entity, and both restaurants share management staff and policies). The DOL provides a
list of factors in considering the degree of association between potential horizontal joint employers.
Vertical joint employment describes a situation where an employee of one employer (the intermediary employer)
is economically dependent on another employer (the potential joint employer) with respect to the work being
performed (e.g., a potential joint employer company has contracted with an intermediary staffing agency to
provide labor and payroll functions). The DOL provides a list of factors in considering the employee’s relationship
with the potential joint employer.
In a joint employment relationship, the employee’s hours worked for all joint employers are aggregated for
purposes of overtime. Additionally, all joint employers can be liable for compliance with wage and hour laws.
The DOL’s interpretive guidance signals that the agency will be paying close attention to joint employment
relationships in its enforcement actions.
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Judicial Update
Class Certification Denied in Labor Contractor Action
In Cruz v. Sun World International, LLC, a California Court of Appeal affirmed the denial of class certification of
a wage and hour claim. A group of agricultural employees (“Plaintiffs”) filed a class action against Sun World
International, LLC (“Sun World”). Plaintiffs asserted claims on behalf of all direct employees of Sun World, as well
as workers supplied by farm labor contractors (“FLCs”), under the theory that Sun World was the joint employer of
the FLC workers. Plaintiffs asserted that all of their claims stemmed from one common practice. They claimed that
employees were required to report to work early to set up their work stations and attend meetings, were required
to finish work and clean up after the scheduled ending time, and that their breaks were shortened by the time it
took to leave the fields and walk to designated break areas. Plaintiffs’ claims were based largely on Sun World’s
practice of filling out time sheets with pre-scheduled times instead of recording actual times.
The trial court denied Plaintiffs’ motion for class certification, and the appellate court agreed. The FLC workers
were not a sufficiently ascertainable group for class treatment, so Plaintiffs failed to establish a joint employment
relationship. Sun World used 103 FLCs during the relevant time period, resulting in hundreds of thousands of
pages of time records which were not kept electronically and in some cases were not obtainable from the FLCs
that supplied workers to Sun World. Thus, the appellate court agreed that the class members could not be readily
identified without unreasonable expense or time, and the FLC portion of the class was not ascertainable.
With respect to Sun World’s direct employees, individual issues predominated over common issues. While it is
risky to use pre-scheduled times on time records, the court observed that such a practice would not result in
any violation of the wage laws if the employees work in accordance with that schedule. Plaintiffs argued that
employees were required to work before the scheduled start time and after the scheduled end time without
compensation; however, Plaintiffs’ evidence did not demonstrate such a uniform practice. Sun World presented
over 200 declarations which sufficiently conflicted in fact. Also, Sun World’s handbook authorized and permitted
employees to take appropriate meal periods and rest breaks. Thus, Plaintiffs presented no evidence of a uniform
policy or practice that violated the law. Allegations are not enough to certify a class; evidence of a uniform policy or
practice is required.

Employer Permitted to Recoup Training Costs
under Repayment Agreement
In USS-POSCO Industries v. Case, a California Court of Appeal enforced a repayment agreement between an
employee and his employer. Floyd Case (“Case”) enrolled in a voluntary three-year educational program sponsored
by his employer, USS-POSCO Industries (“UPI”). The training program was voluntary, and was only one of the ways
in which an employee could secure training. Case received training valued at $46,000 while he was paid to work.
Case and UPI had entered into a written repayment agreement (“Agreement”), which provided that if Case left the
company within 30 months of completing the training, he would pay back $30,000, less $1,000 for each month
he stayed. Case left two months after completing the training. UPI sued him to recover $28,000. The trial court
granted summary judgment for UPI, and the appellate court affirmed.
Despite Case’s numerous attempts to invalidate the Agreement, the court found that it was a clearly-written,
voluntary contract, and was not an unlawful attempt to pass costs onto employees. Nor was it an unlawful wage
garnishment, since the $28,000 reflected training costs, not wages. Case had made no expenditure that was
required by UPI. Also, the Agreement did not restrain Case from working for a competitor or any other entity, and in
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fact he left UPI to work elsewhere. The Agreement was consistent with the union’s collective bargaining agreement
and was approved by Case’s union. Finally, the employer-sponsored program was voluntary and there were other
options for Case to obtain training.
Paying training costs is one way employers invest in their employees. This case confirms that employers can
manage that investment. Employers who wish to enter into repayment agreements with employees are advised to
consult with employment counsel to ensure maximum enforceability. Employers are also advised to consult with
employment counsel before requiring employees to reimburse business-related expenses.

California Court Confirms Proper Calculation of Overtime
on Flat Sum Bonuses
In Alvarado v. Dart Container Corporation of California, a California Court of Appeal affirmed that an employer’s
method for calculating overtime on flat-sum (non-formula) bonuses, based on federal law, was proper. The
employer paid an attendance bonus of $15 per day to employees who worked a full shift on Saturday or Sunday. It
calculated weekly pay as follows:
(1) Straight pay for overtime hours: multiply the number of weekly overtime
hours by the straight hourly rate.
(2) Overtime premium pay: multiply the total weekly hours worked by the
straight hourly rate, and add the attendance bonus. Then, divide this
amount by the total number of weekly hours worked, including overtime
hours, to compute the regular rate of pay. Multiply the regular rate of pay
by the number of weekly overtime hours. This amount is divided in half
to obtain the overtime premium amount. Multiply the overtime premium
amount by the total number of overtime hours worked in the week.
(3) Add the amount from step 1 to the amount from step 2. This equals the total
overtime pay.
(4) Add the amount from step 3 to the employee’s pay for regular hours and the
attendance bonus.
This formula is consistent with federal regulations, not the California Division of Labor Standards Enforcement
(“DLSE”) Manual, which is not binding law on this issue. While this case provides employers with a beneficial
way of calculating overtime on flat sum bonuses, employers should be careful in these types of wage and hour
calculations, since some provisions of the DLSE manual are supported by law and will apply instead of the federal
regulations.
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Arbitration Amidst Uncertainty:
Best Practices for Crafting
Enforceable Agreements
Jenna Leyton-Jones, Esq.
There is perhaps no hotter topic in California employment law
than mandatory arbitration agreements. California employers
continue to grapple with the question of whether they should
require their employees to sign such agreements, and if so, how
to ensure that they will ultimately be enforceable if an employee
brings a claim. Unfortunately, California’s state and federal courts
have provided little clear guidance on the latter issue in recent
years, issuing a slew of highly fact-specific, often contradictory
opinions, some of which seemingly upend the Federal Arbitration Act’s mandate that arbitration agreements generally be
enforced according to their terms. In the wake of such uncertainty, what should employers do to ensure that they will be able to
avoid litigating employment claims in court?
Although there is far from a bright-line rule in California, there
are some basic steps employers can take to maximize the likelihood that their arbitration agreements will be enforced.
First and foremost, employers must make sure their arbitration agreements are “procedurally conscionable.” Procedural
conscionability refers to the fairness of the contract formation
process. California courts will generally be reluctant to enforce arbitration agreements arising from a gross inequality of
bargaining power between the parties, or where supposedly
agreed-upon terms are hidden in a prolix form drafted by the
employer. In order to avoid such findings, employers should
provide the employee with a copy of the arbitration agreement and an opportunity to negotiate and/or ask questions
before requiring the employee to sign. The agreement should
ideally be a stand-alone document with its own signature line
(not simply a paragraph buried in an employee handbook),
and should be written in standard size font. Employers with
non-English speaking employees should strongly consider
translating the agreement to avoid any argument that those
employees did not know what they were signing.
Employers must also ensure that their arbitration agreements are
“substantively conscionable.” Substantive conscionability focuses
on the terms of the agreement itself. An arbitration agreement
will be deemed “substantively unconscionable” if its terms are
overly harsh or lead to one-sided results (usually favoring the
employer). At a minimum, a mandatory arbitration agreement
must be bilateral; that is, it must require both the employee and

the employer to arbitrate employment-related disputes. Arbitration agreements that
contain carve-outs for claims most likely to
be brought by employers will be viewed
with skepticism by the court.

Jenna Leyton-Jones, Esq.

Additionally, the agreement must clearly state what types of
claims fall within its scope, the location of arbitration, and that
by consenting to arbitration, the parties are waiving their right to
have their claims adjudicated by a jury. As California law requires
employers to pay all fees that are “unique to arbitration” (i.e., fees
the employee would not otherwise bear if litigating in court), the
agreement should state as such. The agreement should also set
forth the rules that will govern the arbitration process, as well
as the mechanism by which the employee can obtain a copy
of those rules. Employers with multi-state operations may also
want to specify which state’s laws will govern the agreement’s
interpretation and enforcement. Employers should remember,
however, that California law prohibits them from using arbitration agreements to shorten statutes of limitation, or the time
period within which different types of claims must be brought.
In addition to complying with procedural and substantive conscionability requirements, employers should strongly consider
including a class and collective action waiver in their arbitration
agreements. Bestowing a significant victory upon California
employers, the California Supreme Court recently confirmed
in Iskanian v. CLS Transportion (2014) 59 Cal.4th 348, that such
waivers are valid and enforceable. By including such a waiver,
employers can avoid the costs and risks associated with class
action lawsuits, and ensure that arbitration will proceed on solely
the employee’s individual claims. (Employers should be aware,
however, that a class and collective action waiver will not preclude an employee from bringing a representative action under
California’s Private Attorneys General Act, or “PAGA.”)
While there is no silver bullet for ensuring arbitration agreement
enforcement, compliance with the tips discussed above will help
employers argue that an employee bringing a claim knowingly
and fairly waived his or her right to a judicial forum. Given California law’s current state of flux on this issue, employers should
review, and if necessary revise, their arbitration agreements on a
regular basis.
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New Federal Agency Actions
Impact Employers
Brenda Kasper, Esq., SPHR-CA, SHRM-SCP, San Diego SHRM Past President
Happy New Year! 2016 is off to a busy
start, and there are already several notable
developments of which employers should
be aware. Following is a brief summary of
select federal agency developments that
may impact California employers.

New Pay Transparency Rule
for Federal Contractors
Now Effective and Requires
Immediate Action
In April 2014, President Obama issued
Executive Order 13665 to promote pay
transparency and encourage employees
and applicants to share compensation
information without fear of discrimination
or retaliation. The Executive Order is
premised on the belief that sharing
compensation data will expose otherwise
hidden pay inequity, which will “level
the playing field” for women and other
protected groups. The Office of Federal
Contract Compliance Programs issued
its final rule implementing the Executive
Order on Sept.11, 2015, which took effect
on Jan. 11, 2016.
The final rule reaffirms employees’
broad rights to discuss compensation
information. Notably, federal contractors
are now prohibited from discriminating
or retaliating against employees or
applicants who (i) share their own
compensation information, (ii) share their
co-workers’ compensation information, or
(iii) inquire about co-worker pay. The final
rule, however, does not require federal
contractors to disclose compensation
information. Additionally, absent limited
exceptions, employees who have access
to compensation information as part of
carrying out their essential job functions,
such as human resources professionals,
will not be protected by this final rule.
Federal contractors must also include

new non-discrimination statements in
their employee handbooks or manuals,
disseminate them to applicants and
employees, and include them in covered
federal contracts and subcontracts. The
new non-discrimination language is
provided below:
PAY TRANSPARENCY
NONDISCRIMINATION PROVISION
The contractor will not discharge or
in any other manner discriminate
against employees or applicants
because they have inquired about,
discussed, or disclosed their
own pay or the pay of another
employee or applicant. However,
employees who have access to the
compensation information of other
employees or applicants as a part of
their essential job functions cannot
disclose the pay of other employees
or applicants to individuals who
do not otherwise have access to
compensation information, unless
the disclosure is (a) in response to
a formal complaint or charge, (b)
in furtherance of an investigation,
proceeding, hearing, or action,
including an investigation
conducted by the employer, or (c)
consistent with the contractor’s
legal duty to furnish information.

DOL Issues Joint Employer
Guidance
On Jan. 20, 2016, the Wage and Hour
Division of the U.S. Department of Labor
(“DOL”) released guidance for when
separate organizations are considered
joint employers under the Fair Labor
Standards Act (“FLSA”). This guidance is
important because joint employers share
liability for FLSA overtime pay, among
other wage and hour obligations.

The guidance
identifies two types
of employment
relationships that
give rise to joint
employer status.
Brenda Kasper, Esq., SPHRThe first is “vertical
CA, SHRM-SCP, San Diego
joint employment,”
SHRM Past President
where an employee
has an employment relationship with
one employer, typically a staffing agency,
but the worker is assigned to another
employer. According to the DOL, the
worker is economically dependent on
and “essentially employed by” the second
employer to which the employee is
assigned. The second is “horizontal joint
employment,” where an employee has
employment relationships with two or
more employers that are only technically
separate, such as affiliates. In this case,
the degree of association between two
organizations (such as common owners,
common control over operations and
shared employees) determine whether
joint employer status exists.
Based on this guidance and recent
National Labor Relations Board rulings,
organizations need to be careful in the
selection of and ongoing relationships
with entities who may be joint employers.
Careful prescreening of employment
practices and the compliance history of
potential joint employers, along with
carefully drafted services agreements are
essential.

EEOC Announces Proposed
Addition of Pay Data to Annual
EEO-1 Reports
On Jan. 29, 2016, the U.S. Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission
(“EEOC”) announced a proposed revision
to the Employer Information Report
(“EEO-1”) to include collecting pay data
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from federal contractors and employers with more than 100
employees. According to the EEOC, the proposal is designed to
assist the agency in identifying possible pay discrimination and
assist employers in promoting equal pay in their workplaces.
If finalized, the EEO-1 will add data on pay ranges and hours
worked, beginning with the Sept. 2017 report. The EEOC’s
proposed changes will be published in the Federal Register on
Feb. 1, 2016, and the public comment period will run until April
1, 2016.

EEOC Announces Proposed Changes to Its
Guidance on Workplace Retaliation
On Jan. 21, 2016, the EEOC issued a 76-page proposal to update
its workplace retaliation guidance. This is the EEOC’s first
retaliation-related guidance in nearly 20 years. The lengthy
document contains 30 hypothetical retaliation scenarios. If
finalized, the guidance potentially expands the concepts of
causation and adverse action. Although EEOC enforcement
guidance does not carry the weight of a rule or administrative
decision, it is often referenced by the EEOC during its
investigations and by employees to establish legal violations.
The proposed guidance was open for public input through Feb.
24, 2016.

H-1B Visa Filing Window Opening Soon
For companies hiring foreign national employees, now is the
time to start preparing H-1B petitions. We expect that the H-1B
quota will once again be surpassed on the first day that H-1B
petitions are accepted on April 1, 2016, so it is crucial that anyone
planning to hire foreign professional workers this year or to
change the status of foreign workers employed under another
status should get ready now. Please contact us if you have any
questions regarding hiring foreign national employees or would
like to discuss how Kasper & Frank can assist you with H-1B or
other types of work visas.

Join Brenda Kasper at Upcoming National SHRM
Conferences:
How to Navigate Mental Disabilities in the Workplace
March 13, 2016.
SHRM 2016 Employment Law & Legislative Conference,
Washington, D.C.
Exempt? Independent Contractor? Avoiding the Perils of
Misclassification
June 20, 2016.
SHRM 2016 Annual Conference & Exposition,
Washington, D.C.

San Diego SHRM Call for Speakers
2016 Workplace Strategies Conference
Conference Date:
Wednesday, September 21, 2016
Time:
8 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Location:
San Diego, Calif.
Submission Deadline:
Friday, April 29, 2016

contribute to these goals by helping to
build our HR professional. Each session will
be 60 minutes; 45 minutes for presenting
and 15 minutes for Q&A. Last year close
to 250 professionals and business leaders
attended this event.

San Diego SHRM is seeking presenters for
the 2016 Workplace Strategies Conference.
The goals of the conference are to provide
continued professional development
and education for our members on
workplace strategies they can implement
immediately, while celebrating the passion,
pride and professionalism all working in
human resources management feel.

Some topics members are interested in
currently:
• Leadership Coaching
• HR Trends
• Employee Retention
• HR Metrics
• Recruiting Practices
• Learning and Development
• Ethical Practices
• Performance Management
• Talent Management - Developing HiPotential Employees, Career Pathing,
Succession Planning

To advance the Human Resource
profession we are looking for proposals
from highly skilled speakers that can

San Diego SHRM members are especially
encouraged to submit, as well as those
with the SHRM Certification designation

SHRM Senior Certified Professional (SHRMSCP) and SHRM-Certified Professional
(SHRM-CP). The selection criteria will be
based on the following factors:
è Relevance for HR professionals
and Workplace
è Innovative, creative thought leadership
è Quality and completeness of proposal
If you are interested, please complete an
online submission .

4 CLICK HERE
You may submit more than one time for
different topics.
We will be sending out selection
notifications the week of May 16.
Thank you for sharing your interest and
your knowledge with the San Diego
human resources professionals!
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HR Insights Hour
Listen On The Radio
4 CLICK HERE

2016 San Diego SHRM President,
Heather Whitley,
Sets Agenda for the Year
On the Jan. 15, 2016 program, host Nina Woodard, San Diego
SHRM Past President, and 2016 San Diego SHRM President,
Heather Whitley-Quinn, Director of Human Resources at
Manpower, discussed plans for the new year.
Heather outlines her approach for 2016 and what she plans to
accomplish, looking at the San Diego Collaboration, upcoming
Law Day and the Strategic Conference set for the last quarter
of 2016. Along with her new dynamic board, Heather identified
the 2016 strategy as: Connect – Build – Sustain – Contribute.

Connect

• Our membership to valuable resources to support their
careers and organizations’ HR strategies
• Members to each other – Via networking opportunities,
employment opportunities
• San Diego SHRM to government and community
organizations that are working on some of the challenges
facing our region that deal with skill development,
employment business development and more

Build

• Build value with members – how can we enhance your
member experience?
• Deliver on that value
• Communicate that value

Sustain

• Maintain what we’ve built in San Diego over the years and
strengthen our presence
• Develop strategies that allow us to do more/better and
maximize value

Contribute
• Promote the profession – Be more vocal on issues around
people/workplace issues as they impact our community
• Demonstrate the diversity in HR careers and put them on the
map for our youth, veterans, in transition groups and develop
local potential

Heather encourages listeners to check out the San Diego SHRM
website at www.sdshrm.org, learn more, volunteer and be a
part of the exciting 2016 agenda for success.
Heather Whitley-Quinn
Director of Human Resources and Workforce Development
Manpower West
1855 First Avenue, Suite 300
San Diego, CA 92101
+1.619.237.9900
hwhitley@manpower-sd.com

SD SHRM Certification Learning Sessions

On the Jan. 22, 2016 program, host Nina Woodard, speaks with
San Diego SHRM VP of Education, Andy Covell, SPHR, SHRMSCP. Andy is the HR Director for Garden Communities CA.
Andy provides an overview of the certifications available for HR
Professionals: SHRM S/CP and the HRCI S/PHR. He discusses
the differences between the two certifications and provides a
deeper dive discussion into the SHRM CP/SCP certifications. He
outlines the SHRM HR Competency frame work and their value
to HR professionals. San Diego SHRM sponsored one program
in February for HRCI SPHR/PHR, and the SHRM CP/SCP course
will begin in April. Andy further discusses the value of the new
competency model for practitioners and discusses resources to
determine which of the certifications is best for you.
Andy and Nina explain that San Diego SHRM supports the
SHRM SCP/CP and the new learning materials, but also offers
the HRCI product as many members are also interested in
obtaining that certification. San Diego SHRM is sponsoring
programs for both to meet member needs. Andy discusses
how the classes support an individual’s opportunity to prepare
for taking the exam and the costs associated with both the
class and the certification process. For more information, visit
www.sdshrm.org or contact Andy directly at 619-818-1678 or
andyc@gardencommunitiesca.com.
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Communications Committee Update
Ann Wilson, SHRM-CP, PHR, VP of Communication
For 2016, the Communications Committee will be working with our Executive Management Team, The
Grassley Group, and the Your Membership web platform team to update the San Diego SHRM website to
bring the most current and relevant HR resources available to our membership in a fresh, updated and user
friendly way. We plan to continue bringing our members news via our monthly newsletter, The Resource,
with in depth legal updates from Vice President of Legislation, Christine Mueller, Esq., HR Knowledge Bowl
questions from our Vice President of Certification, Andy Covell, SHRM-SCP, SPHR, news from our affiliated
student SHRM chapter at SDSU, regular Member Spotlights, committee updates and much more.
Our weekly e-blasts and social media posts continue to push news and information out in a quick read format
each week. Past President, Nina Woodard, continues bringing us fresh and entertaining content through her
twice monthly radio programs with a range of guests on a variety of topics.

Ann Wilson, SHRM-CP,
PHR, VP of Communication

In order to more closely target our programs and events to the wishes and demographics of our membership,
we will be working this year on gathering more information about the size and industry of the organizations
represented by our members. This means we will be asking our members to update their profiles regularly on the website and will
be using that data in the aggregate to tailor our offerings more closely. We thank you in advance for your cooperation with this.
Finally, we would like to invite anyone interested in getting more involved in the Communications Committee to register to
volunteer
and indicate interest in Communications. We look forward to hearing from you.
4 CLICK HERE TO VOLUNTEER

MEMBERSHIP COMMITTEE UPDATE

Top 5 Reasons To Join San Diego SHRM
Marshall Moore, MBA, SPHR-CA, SHRM-SCP, VP of Membership
Let me start by saying how happy I am to be taking the reins of
the Membership Committee. My predecessor, Peter Kane, has
done a great job over the past several years. Peter has set the bar
very high indeed, and I look forward to meeting his standard.
As my first contribution to The Resource, I want to take a step
back a bit and talk about some fundamentals of membership
and some of the associated issues. Active members are critical
to the life and function of any association or organization so
let’s start with the basic questions of why people join them.
There has been a fair amount of research into this area. What it
has shown might be somewhat obvious, but it’s always good to
have the data to support it.
1. Networking
The ability to get together with other people who have similar
interests and issues is probably one of the biggest reasons why
people join organizations. This socializing gives members the
chance to share ideas with their colleagues and get and give
feedback. A good sounding board is worth its weight in gold!
2. Keeping Up to Date
Operating in California automatically provides for never ending
changes in our HR world. As such, it is understandable that
for us, or any organization, most members expect to be kept
informed of the challenges, opportunities, trends and changes
that affect them.
3. Personal Benefits and Adding Value
“What’s in it for me?” is close to the top of the list of questions
often asked when considering whether or not to join an
organization. Is it the professional or social connections?
Is it working towards common goals? Helping others?

Membership in San Diego SHRM offers
all this and much more.
4. Being Part of a Group
Psychology informs us that a sense
of belonging is a basic human need,
just like the need for food and shelter.
So, it’s not surprising that people join
organizations in order to feel part of a
community. They want to feel a sense of
Marshall Moore, MBA,
group value and build relationships.
SPHR-CA, SHRM-SCP,
5. Giving Back
VP of Membership
If the organization has helped a person in
some way, they often want to give something back. Volunteering
in the organization gives members a sense of reward for the work
that they have done. The old adage of “you get out what you put
in” certainly holds true.
So, what does all this mean for you? A lot! It is our hope that
we, as an organization, are not only able to meet your needs
and expectations, but to exceed them. It is my hope that we
can reach out to you over the coming months, in a variety of
ways, to better understand how we can continue to meet and
exceed your expectations of membership, providing the best
member value for your dollar and thus continue to be San
Diego’s premier HR association.
That said, please join us for our March Mixer, to be held at
the House of Blues on March 16 from 5:30-8 p.m. Our mixers
always have a great turnout and are wonderful opportunities
to connect with many other HR professionals in San Diego. See
you there!
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Programs Committee Update
Karla Boudreaux, PHR, VP of Programs
Exciting things are coming for San Diego SHRM in 2016! As the
new VP of Programs, I am working with the programs committee
and the board to bring some new topics that are timely and
relevant to the HR field. The programs in 2016 will include two
breakfast and two lunch programs. So far, we have two of the
four topics identified.
With the events over the last year, the transgender community
has moved into the mainstream of society. As this movement
gains momentum, it is important for HR professionals to be
prepared. Preparation will require a plan to address issues that
will arise and prepare companies for success with transgender
employee issues. As a result of this, one of the topics for 2016 will
be transgender issues in the workplace, which will provide best
practices for employers to tackle the challenges surrounding this
important topic.

Another recent trend is the unemployment
rate, which is under 5 percent in California.
With the unemployment rate getting lower
and lower, HR professionals need to develop
strategies to keep the good employees they
have. This leads us to one of the other topics
in the 2016 year, which is how to develop
and keep great employees.
If you have any suggestions of topics you
Karla Boudreaux, PHR, VP
would like to see, please let us know. We
of Programs
are in the process of securing the venue for
three of these programs, and if you have a
meeting space at your company that would hold 40-50 people,
we would love to hear from you. I look forward to a fantastic
2016 year with San Diego SHRM and I hope to see all of you at
our upcoming events.

SHRM FOUNDATION NEWS
SHRM Foundation
Advisor of the
Year Award

SHRM Annual
Conference &
Exposition Scholarships

Online nominations are now being accepted for the SHRM
Foundation Advisor of the Year Award. The Advisor of the Year
Award is presented to a distinguished SHRM student chapter
advisor each year recognizing the outstanding service and
leadership provided to student chapters by SHRM advisors.

The SHRM Foundation will award seven scholarships to attend
the SHRM Annual Conference & Exposition in Washington, D.C.,
June 19-22, 2016. The scholarships are targeted to those least
likely to receive support from their organizations, including
professionals who are currently unemployed, work in a small
business or non-profit, or work for the government or military.

The award recipient will receive:
• A commemorative plaque
• $1,000 cash award
• Complimentary registration to the SHRM Annual Conference
& Exposition
• Travel funding up to $1,000 to attend the 2016 SHRM
Annual Conference
Deadline for nominations is March 15, 2016. The award will be
presented during the Society’s Annual Conference, June 19-22
in Washington, D.C. Nominate an advisor online today!

Scholarships will be awarded to one individual in each of SHRM’s
five domestic regions, plus one student member and one
military veteran (from any region). Each award, valued at nearly
$2,500, will include:
• Complimentary full-conference registration
• Up to four-night hotel stay in Washington, D.C.
• $500 travel stipend
Applications open on February 22, 2016 and the deadline to
apply is March 10, 2016. For more information visit the SHRM
Foundation Conference & Exposition Scholarship page.
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This is the first of a three part series of articles by San Diego SHRM member, Kate Langmore, as a capstone project for the Human Resources
Certificate at UCSD Extension. Kate serves on San Diego SHRM’s Communications Committee.

Exploring HR’s Role as Credible Activist:
Moving beyond Compliance to Values-Based Ethics
Part I

Kate Langmore

Ulrich’s HR Models

According to Human Resources (HR) expert David Ulrich’s
original Four-Quadrant Model, HR served four roles: (1)
strategic partner, (2) change agent/productivity consultant, (3)
administrative expert and (4) employee advocate.2
1

Ulrich updated this model based on the 2012 Human Resource
Competency Study, which is perhaps the largest global study
ever conducted on human resource professionals. The study
incorporated data from 20,000 respondents worldwide, and
led to a model in which six competencies of successful HR
professionals3 are set forth. In Ulrich’s Six Domains Model,
HR serves six roles: (1) credible activist, (2) business ally, (3)
operational executor, (4) strategy architect, (5) culture and
charge steward, and (6) talent manager and organization
designer.4

The Credible Activist Role of Human
Resources
Ulrich explains the “credible activist” role as follows:

“HR professionals in high-performing firms function as credible
activists. They do what they say and say what they will do. Such
results-based integrity serves as the foundation of personal
trust that, in turn, translates into professional credibility.
They have effective interpersonal skills. They are flexible in
developing positive chemistry with key stakeholders. They
translate this positive chemistry into influence that contributes
to business results. They take strong positions about business
issues that are grounded in sound data and thoughtful
opinions.”
Ulrich believes one competency that has more importance
than in the past, is personal credibility: “In our most recent
round of global research, we found that HR professionals are
more personally credible when they are credible activists who
build relationships of trust with business leaders and who take
positions about how business can be more successful.” Why
has this role taken on more importance? Perhaps in a global

economy and multinational corporate world, where diverse
values and ethical perspectives can conflict, employees and
leaders seek more guidance and direction.

The Ethical Role of Human Resources

Ulrich believes that it is a historical myth that “HR’s primary
role is to keep the organization compliant with laws and
regulations;” instead, he advocates that in modern times, “Good
HR leaders help the organization make good business decisions
that match the risk tolerance (or appetite) of the organization.”
Successful HR leaders pay close attention to the organization’s
culture and specific needs and goals rather than focus on a
stagnant set of rules that may or may not apply to the most
pressing issues facing the employer.
HR’s role as a Credible Activist also entails a commitment to
ethics. One of HR’s roles is to make sure employees, who
come from diverse professional and personal backgrounds,
understand the norms of the organization. Ideally, HR will
engage employees in a commitment to making ethical
decisions “even when no one in authority is there to say
‘Good job.’” From a practical standpoint, HR must translate
the company’s ethical guidelines into everyday workplace
situations that employees face. By doing so, HR puts the idiom
“practice makes perfect” into action.
One prospective way to incorporate ethics into the corporate
culture is to address ethics during recruitment and onboarding. By asking new employees about real-life ethical
dilemmas they have faced—and how they responded—HR can
better gauge what needs to be addressed. HR can also serve
a proactive role during acquisitions by examining the target
company’s code of conduct, reviewing ethics investigation
memos and asking current employees open-ended questions
about how they have demonstrated ethics at the company.
Is it HR’s responsibility to implement an ethics or compliance
program? HR professionals may be well equipped for this role
considering that research shows many of “those in leadership
positions in human resources are highly respected within their

David Olson Ulrich is a university professor, author, speaker, management coach, and management consultant in the field of human resources.
Ulrich is a professor of business at the Ross School of Business at the University of Michigan and co-founder of The RBL Group. Wikipedia,
available at: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dave_Ulrich.
2
Professor Karen Horning, Human Resource Management, UCSD Extension, 2013.
3
TLNT Talent Management and HR, “Ulrich Group Study Points to 6 ‘Must Have’ Competencies for HR Success” by John Hollon, January 3, 2012, at:
http://www.eremedia.com/tlnt/ulrich-group-study-points-to-6-must-have-competencies-for-hr-success/.
4
Professor Karen Horning, Human Resource Management, UCSD Extension, 2013.
1
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organizations for integrity, have the ability to solve complex
ethical dilemmas, understand the company’s culture and
communicate well at all levels.” When considering whether an
HR professional is well equipped to develop an ethics program,
organizations can ask the following questions for guidance:
(1) Does the professional hold substantial influence within the
company? (2) Can the professional obtain unrestricted access
to the CEO and Board of Directors? (3) Does the professional
command a high degree of trust and respect with the senior
management team, as well as employees? (4) Can the
professional assemble the resources for implementing internal
procedural changes and carrying out investigations? (5) Does
the professional have access to information and support
mechanisms that will provide monitoring, measuring, early
warning and detection? The HR professional who can satisfy
the elements above would probably be a high-level employee
who has been with the company for a significant amount
of time. The HR professional would need to have excellent
communication and interpersonal skills, as well as leadership
skills, to assemble and manage a support network.

The Bottom Line of Ethics

Good ethics means good business to many companies.
But in the case of some businesses, including the recent
Volkswagen scandal, bad ethics was good business—until they
got caught: “Seven years of highly orchestrated cheating at
VW meant increased sales. In 2009, VW became the world’s
biggest car manufacturer.” In the case of Volkswagen, details
have emerged of widespread improprieties. In Sept. 2015,
Volkswagen admitted that the problem was much more
widespread than originally reported, and has affected as many
as 11 million vehicles across the world.
The infectious element of dishonesty is worth exploring in
the HR context because the majority of employees must work
together in some way or another. Can an employee become
infected with an “immorality bug?” Does dishonesty spread
throughout a company like an infection or virus, transmitted
through observation or direct contact? The results of a group
of experiments conducted on students at Carnegie Mellon
University suggest that the behavior of others can shape
our ideas about what’s right and wrong. More specifically,
the studies showed that “cheating can be infectious and can
be increased by observing the behavior of those around
us. When the cheater is part of our social group, we identify

with that person and, as a consequence, feel that cheating
is more socially acceptable. But when the person cheating
is an outsider, it is harder to justify our misbehavior, and we
become more ethical out of a desire to distance ourselves from
that immoral person and from that other (much less moral)
out-group.” Therefore, “As long as we see other members of
our own social groups behaving in ways that are outside the
acceptable range, it’s likely that we too will recalibrate our
internal moral compass and adopt their behavior as a model for
our own. And if the member of our in-group happens to be an
authority figure—a parent, boss, teacher, or someone else we
respect—chances are even higher that we’ll be dragged along.”
Given these findings, HR professionals would be wise to
assess the ethical culture as a whole, paying close attention to
those who hold influential positions within the company. By
supporting and promoting employees with exemplary ethics
to influential positions, a company may help safeguard against
scandal or possibly disinfect those down the line of command.
Although the dynamics of group ethics is important, it is
also crucial to recognize that in today’s media-savvy, global
workplace, the “unethical and sometimes illegal practices by a
few have the potential to tarnish the organization as a whole.”
Whether it is a group of cheating employees or a few bad
apples, employees’ ethical choices affect the company’s
performance and the communities where the organization
does business. When Volkswagen’s deceitful practices were
unveiled, the company’s reputation took a major hit, and its
sales may be affected for years to come. In the wake of the
scandal, VW’s CEO Martin Winterkorn resigned, and may face
criminal charges.
Part II, HR’s Role in Our Transparent World, will appear in April’s
edition of The Resource.

“What’s next for HR? The six competencies HR needs for today’s challenges,” Personnel Today, Nov 13, 2002, at http://www.personneltoday.
com/hr/whats-next-for-hr-the-six-competencies-hr-needs-for-todayschallenges/
6
Forbes, July 18, 2012, “Dave Ulrich on the Future of Human Resources” by Dan Schawbel, at: http://www.forbes.com/sites/danschawbel/2012/07/18/dave-ulrich-on-the-future-of-human-resources/.
7
Introduction, The Rise of HR, Wisdom from 73 Thought Leaders, Dave
Ulrich, William A. Schiemann and Libby Sartain, HR Certification Institute 2015, at 3, www.riseofhr.com.
8
“Ethics: The Price of Admission in High-Performing Organizations” by
Clarissa Peterson, Advocates of the HR Profession, Dave Ulrich, William
A. Schiemann and Libby Sartain.
9
Peterson at 57.
14
4 Questions About Volkswagen’s Massive Emissions Cheating Scandal That Still Need Answers, by Natasha Geiling, at: http://thinkprogress.org/climate/2015/09/23/3704257/volkswagen-emissions-cheating-unanswered-questions/.
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Dan Ariely (2012) HarperCollins books.
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News from San Diego State University’s
Student SHRM Chapter (SHRM SDSU)

Announcing the Natasha Sandrock Arthur Outstanding Service Award
Debbie Te’o, SHRM SDSU President and San Diego SHRM Student Liaison
SHRM SDSU has big plans for the Spring semester. We kicked off
the semester on February 9 with a fun, Mardi Gras-themed Open
House to recruit new members and also celebrate Fat Tuesday.
Officers have been hard at work planning for a semester filled
with professional development experiences for our students.
We have fantastic guest speakers and workshops lined up for
our members this semester. Our first event is an interactive
LinkedIn workshop with career coach, Kolby Goodman. Dr. Bob
Nelson will present his talk, “Ubuntu! Inspiring Teamwork and
Collaboration at Work” to help our students be more effective
team members. We also were able to obtain sponsorship for this
event from the SDSU Business Alumni Network which is making
it possible to give a copy of the Dr. Bob’s book to the first 50
attendees. Daniel Castillo will show our students how to “Ace
that Interview!” Troy Markowitz (VP of University Relations for
Portfolium) will round out our speaker series with an interactive
workshop on helping students maximize the effectiveness of
their SDSU Portfolium page.
We are excited to host our 3rd Annual HR Professional Speed
Mentoring Event on Tuesday, April 5 from 4-6 p.m. at the Conrad
Prebys Aztec Student Union. We hope to have many San Diego
SHRMers serving as mentors at this fun event. Mentors sit at
consecutively numbered tables and students rotate through
the tables at 5-6 minute intervals to get career advice and
practice networking. We are also looking forward to honoring
Natasha Arthur at this year’s event by awarding our first SHRM
SDSU Natasha Sandrock Arthur Outstanding Service Award.
The award will be given to an individual in the HR community
who has helped our chapter to achieve our mission to serve the
professional development needs of our students.

We would like to thank Susan Wheeler
and Ann Wilson for helping us to reach
out to San Diego SHRM members on the
need for HR internships for our students.
We would also like to thank those who
Debbie Te’o, SHRM SDSU
President and San Diego
heeded the call this semester! SHRM SDSU
SHRM Student Liaison
member, Sophie Zavala, shared some of
her experiences and what she is learning
in her new role as an HR intern this semester for ESET: “A few
tasks that I will learn over the course of my internship include
auditing I-9’s, redesigning employee files (which includes
a complete redesign for functionality, efficiency and legal
compliance), learning the new company process redesign with
Workday, completing a company-wide job description update,
and learning the company-wide benefits open enrolment
process. Karla Boudreaux, my HR Manager, is continuously
setting up tasks in which I may gain hands-on practical
experience while simultaneously applying methods learned in
class. So far, interning with ESET has been an amazing learning
experience, and my colleagues here are incredibly warm and
welcoming.” A big thank you to Karla and ESET for this incredible
developmental opportunity for Sophie!
If your organization has HR-related projects which would provide
HR students with hands-on learning experiences, please contact
SHRM Faculty Advisor, Michelle Dean (Michelle.Dean@sdsu.
edu), and she will help you get the process started for having
SDSU students intern at your organization as well as marketing
your opportunity to our SHRM SDSU members. Now is the time
to start thinking about summer internships!

Natasha played a pivotal role in bringing our two organizations
closer together. She was gracious enough to join us on campus
three times during her presidency, she instituted having our
President sit on the San Diego SHRM Board, and she instituted
a discounted student membership for SDSU SHRM members.
She, and many of the San Diego SHRM board, were mentors at
the first speed mentoring event, and she committed to being
a 2015 mentor last year at the December 2014 San Diego
SHRM Board dinner despite her illness. We were devastated
by her passing (which occurred two weeks prior to the 2015
mentoring event last year) as we had looked forward to her
being involved with our organization well beyond her year as
San Diego SHRM President. We felt a strong need to honor
her spirit of service to others and to have an annual reminder
of the wonderful legacy she left for us. We are in need of 24
HR professionals to serve as mentors at this event. If you are
interested in serving as a mentor or have questions about our
event, please contact our Corporate Relations Director, Jenna
Coyne (jbijlcoyne@yahoo.com).
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Law Day 2016 Survey Results
Laurie Chua, SHRM-SCP, VP of Conferences
San Diego SHRM events are planned and organized by volunteers
who generously donate much of their free time to ensure the event
is successful. The Grassley Group, San Diego SHRM’s management
team, does a great job with the administration of the event ensuring
registration, communication, working with vendors, speakers, printers
and many others. The success of events like Law Day take a team
effort and we take pride in offering attendees a memorable and
enjoyable experience. We are extremely grateful to those that shared
their opinion! It really does make a difference and we will work to
incorporate the feedback into our next events where possible.
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Need to Improve

• Kim Parker, He Said/She Said

• Larger rooms for the session and better space planning for
the more popular topics

• Fred Plevin, A Deep Dive Into California’s New Fair Pay Act Key Issues, What to Expect, How to Prepare

• Too much time between sessions
• Not enough time between sessions

• Brenda Kasper, Audit Yourself First: What Wage and Hour
Audits Should You Do Now To Prepare For 2016

• Gluten free was not an option

• Jodi Slavik, Walking the Transgender Tightrope: How to
Balance Culture and Compliance in the Modern Workplace

Best Aspects of the Conferences
• Paul Falcone’s Keynote Topic:
• Variety of Topics
• Networking and meeting other HR Professionals
• Location

• Breakfast variety needs to include protein and cut fruit

Top Topics for Workplace Strategies
Conference in September
• Leadership Coaching
• HR Trends
• Employee Retention
• HR Metrics
• Recruiting Practices
• Learning and Development
• Ethical Practices
• Performance Management
• Talent Management - Developing Hi-Potential Employees,
Career Pathing, Succession Planning
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Looking for a way to give back?

We are seeking HR Professionals & Career Coach Volunteers
The Career Transition Assistance Program (CTAP) needs Y-O-U! We are looking for
volunteer coaches to assist transitioning military members, veterans, and their spouses
in their quest for a new career. Share your expertise and prepare a hero for today’s
workforce! See our website: www.CTAPsandiego.org
What is a CTAP Coach and what do they do?

LAB COACH

VIRTUAL COACH

Coach job seekers who are currently learning job
search techniques

Coach job seekers who have completed 24+ hours of
hands-on job search instruction

Work face to face with CTAP participants currently
attending workshops

Work with a CTAP graduate via email, Skype, phone, etc.

You decide how many hours to volunteer per month
(1- 8 hours per month) in one hour blocks of time

Number of hours varies. Recommend checking in once per
week

Coach on-site at Oceanside training center in the
evenings, 5-6 PM on pre-determined nights

Ideally, advise/coach job seeker until they obtain a job or
attend school

Meet and coach different participants each night

Focus on one CTAP graduate only

Help translate military skills/terms to corporate/civilian
terms

Help translate military skills/terms to corporate/civilian terms

Topics: resumes, networking, general concerns of job
seekers

Topics: same as lab coach and will motivate, encourage
and of course, celebrate successes with graduate

WHY volunteer? Volunteering with CTAP is an opportunity to:
• Give back to those who have served us through their military service
• Share your expertise to help someone else succeed
• Network with other professionals
• Meet qualified job candidates
• And… it is fun!
Questions? Contact Betsy Sheets, CTAP Volunteer Coordinator, betsysheets@cox.net
https://www.facebook.com/VetCTAP
2.2016
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CA-Knowledge Bowl Questions
Which assessment method would be MOST
appropriate to assess the training needs for a
national chain of 550 retail stores?
A. Assessment centers
B. Focus groups
C. Interviews
D. Surveys

2.

Which of the following is the BEST solution when
a skilled facilitator is not a subject matter expert
(SME)?
A. The SME attends the facilitator training
B. The facilitator learns the materials
C. The facilitator teaches with an SME
D. The SME teaches the program

3.

4.

5.

When the continued support of key stakeholders is
needed for implementing a harassment prevention
program, the BEST action to take would be to:
A. Utilize them as facilitators
B. Invite them to a pilot program
C. Target the program’s marketing toward them
D. As them to choose the facility
The HR director of a retail clothing chain has been
tasked with developing programs to assist the
organization reach its growth goals in revenue and in
new locations to be opened. Which step in the ADDIE
process model identifies the behavioral results of the
program?
A. Assessment
B. Design
C. Development
D. Evaluation

6.

A company must immediately downsize its workforce
by 15% due to shrinking markets. What important
role will HR play during the process?
A. Form new work teams based on the gaps created by
the layoffs
B. Summarize industry trends and communicate them
to employees
C. Ensure that top management regularly
communicates with employees
D. Launch a new quality initiative to preserve customer
satisfaction

7.

A project manager who works to build team
norms and foster harmony is assuming which
responsibility?
A. Informational
B. Interpersonal
C. Conceptual
D. Decisional

8.

A project manager would be more inclined to use the
PERT chart rather than a Gantt when the manager
needs to:
A. Assign particular tasks to team members
B. Monitor the exact time each stage of the project
takes
C. Plan the details of the project
D. Show the critical path of the project

Answers
1.D 2.C 3.B 4.B 5.D 6.C 7.B 8.D

1.

A supervisor assigns an employee to teach a new
employee how to run a computer report. Which of
the following levels of learning does the employee
exhibit when teaching?
A. Comprehension
B. Application
C. Analysis
D. Synthesis
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